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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday December 16, 2019

0045 Officers responded to 4830 S. Dixie on a warrant transfer. They arrived and arrested Angela R. Kolb, w/f/37, on the warrant. 19-38443

Tuesday December 17, 2019

1307 Officers responded to 752 E. Dorothy on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Claude Vincent, b/m/33, for DV/assault/menacing. 19-52071

1940 Officers stopped a vehicle on San Rae at Aberdeen and arrested Bradley M. Bell, w/m/25, on a warrant. 19-52153

0108 Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman at Danube and arrested Michael W. Collins, w/m/50, for OVI. 19-52187

0132 Officers responded to 528 Hollendale on a trespassing. They arrived and arrested Eric L. Veal, b/m/43, for trespassing and a warrant. 19-52191

0201 Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman at Stroop and arrested Nicholas A. Mominee, w/m/36, for felony drug possession and drug abuse instruments. 19-52192
Wednesday December 18, 2019

1150  Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested Lashae N. Packnett, b/f/25, on a warrant. 19-52231

1500  Officers responded to 4 Huntington on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Luke A. McMullins, w/m/23, on the warrant. 19-52245

2003  Officers responded to 2111 W. Bataan on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Steven D. Harris Jr, b/m/23, for DV and felony drug possession. 19-52296

2345  Officers responded to MVH on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Jeffrey W. Hammons, w/m/30, on the warrant. 19-49606

0009  Officers served a warrant by fax to the MCSO on Sharon A. Echols, b/f/59. 19-20080

0016  Officers responded to 1980 Chimney on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Matthew W. Loveless, w/m/36, for DV, agg. menacing and weapons while intox. 19-52322

0400  Officers responded to 709 E. Dorothy on an auto theft. They arrived and arrested Joseph W. Noe, w/m/48, on warrants. 19-52327

0559  Officers responded to 2555 Woodman on a subject with a handgun. They arrived and arrested Laurence D. Jordan, b/m/28, on a warrant. No handgun was located. 19-52333

Thursday December 19, 2019

1645  Officers met with a Clark Co. Deputy and arrested Jonathon M. Wolfe, w/m/20, on a warrant. 19-35166

1823  Officers stopped a vehicle on Dorothy at La Plata and arrested Aimee M. Monnin, w/f/35, for felony drug possession. 19-54245

1951  Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixie at Big Hill and arrested Eual L. Hurt, w/f/50, on a warrant. She was also charged with felony drug possession and drug abuse instruments. 19-52440

2357  Officers stopped a vehicle on Marshall and Stroop and arrested Joshua A. Hughes, w/m/22, on a warrant and drug possession. 19-52473
0050  Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested Todd M. Norris, w/m/27, for OVI. 19-52482

Friday December 20 2019

1445  Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested William K. McAdams, w/m/33, on a warrant. 19-52556

2231  Officers arrested La Quashia Sha Kuria Ealy, b/f/23, on a warrant at Wal Mart. 19-52631

Saturday December 21, 2019

2100  Officers arrested Philip A. Cundall, w/m/29, at Wal Mart on a warrant. 19-52743

2250  Officers responded to a suspicious person on Smithville at Oakdale. They arrived and arrested Drake P. Rasnic, w/m/24, on a warrant. He was also charged with obstruction, resisting and drug paraphernalia. 19-52754

2350  Officers responded to Gaylord on an accident. They arrived and arrested Robert H. Leifheit, w/m/41, for OVI. 19-52764

Sunday December 22, 2019

1445  Officers arrested Emma R. Lamberth, u/f/42, on a warrant at 3600 Shroyer Rd. 19-52813

1541  Officers responded to 1500 E. Dorothy on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Joey L. Williams, w/m/51, for DV. 19-52825

1749  Officers responded to 1771 Woodman on the report of an intox. subject. They arrived and arrested Gregory L. Grooms, w/m/41, for DC. 19-52838